Spirit of Sharing Video Series

- Spirit of Sharing: Frias (Parker) - Bowyer (Sahuarita) - February 2019

- Spirit of Sharing: Barton and Sainz (Sahuarita) - Case (Kingman) - Frias (Parker) - May 2018

- Spirit of Sharing: Troncale (Pomerene) - Barton and Sainz (Sahuarita) - December 2017
• Spirit of Sharing: Pendar (Chinle) - Troncale (Pomerene) - Cajowski (Apache Junction) - October 2017

• Spirit of Sharing: 3rd Grade (Apache Junction) - Morenci, Vail, Kingman - April 2017

• Spirit of Sharing: Purcell (Grand Canyon) - Runyon (Vail) - February 2017

• Spirit of Sharing: Williams (Buckeye Union) - Christ (Florence) - January 2017
• Spirit of Sharing: Spencer (Vail) - Biggs (Vail) - December 2016

• Spirit of Sharing: Akapnitis (Phoenix Day School for the Deaf) - Pendar (Chinle) - November 2016

• Spirit of Sharing: Chelsea Adams (Morenci) - October 2016

• Spirit of Sharing: Cummins (Littleton) - Parratore (Saddle Mountain) - October 2016